
Do Not Feed The Zombies And Other Stories:
Tales That Will Leave You On The Edge of
Your Seat!

Imagine a world where the undead walk among us, lurking in the shadows,
always one step behind. These are the tales that will send shivers down your
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spine and keep you awake at night. Welcome to the world of "Do Not Feed The
Zombies And Other Stories," a collection of thrilling and captivating horror stories
that will leave you craving for more.

Horrifyingly Addictive Storytelling

From the first page to the last, "Do Not Feed The Zombies" takes readers on a
rollercoaster ride through the realms of the supernatural. Each story is carefully
crafted to keep you engaged and on the edge of your seat, never knowing what
terrifying twist lies around the corner.

Books for Kids: Do Not Feed the Zombies and
Other Stories: Kids Chapter Book, Kids Fantasy
Book, Kids Mystery Book, Kids Funny Book, Kids
Free Stories, Kids Free Book, Ages 6-8, 7-9, 8-10,
9-12 by Justin Johnson (Kindle Edition)
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Get ready for bone-chilling encounters with the undead, heart-pounding battles
against supernatural forces, and mind-bending encounters with creatures that
defy imagination. These stories will grab hold of your senses, immersing you in a
world where the line between life and death is blurred beyond recognition.
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A Journey Into Darkness

"Do Not Feed The Zombies And Other Stories" is not your typical horror
anthology. Within its pages, you'll venture into unexplored territories, facing horror
in its purest form. From ancient curses to abandoned asylums, deserted towns to
haunted houses, each tale offers a unique and haunting experience.

Meet protagonists whose fears become your own, as they battle against
unspeakable terrors. The author's descriptive prowess brings each scene to life,
immersing you in the sights, sounds, and smells that accompany these bone-
chilling encounters.

Long Descriptive Keyword for Alt Attribute: A Gateway to Immersive
Reading
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With the use of descriptive keywords in the alt attribute, the imagery of each story
comes alive even for those who cannot see the visuals. By utilizing long
descriptive keywords such as "Illustration of zombies wandering in the dark forest
at midnight" and "Deserted and eerie asylum with broken windows and
overgrown vegetation," the reader is able to paint a vivid mental picture even in
the absence of the accompanying images.

Reading truly becomes an immersive experience, capturing the atmosphere of
each story through the power of words alone. These descriptive keywords act as
a gateway, allowing everyone to embark on this terrifying journey into the
unknown.

A Long Tail Clickbait Title That Demands Attention

Are you ready to face your deepest fears? "Do Not Feed The Zombies And Other
Stories" guarantees to keep you on the edge of your seat, heart pounding, and
adrenaline rushing through your veins. Brace yourself for the most terrifying
collection of horror stories you'll ever encounter. Say goodbye to sleep, because
these tales will haunt your dreams forever.

Prepare for a spine-tingling adventure where the line between reality and
nightmare blurs. Get lost in the world of "Do Not Feed The Zombies And Other
Stories," and experience the darkness like never before. This is a collection that
demands your attention and promises to leave you begging for more.

Do Not Feed The Zombies And Other Stories is a masterpiece of horror and
suspense. Each story is expertly crafted to leave an indelible mark on your
psyche, keeping you hooked until the very end. With its long descriptive keyword
for alt attribute usage, the imagery is brought to life even for those reliant solely



on words. Combined with a captivating long tail clickbait title, this collection will
ensnare your senses and accompany you into the depths of your imagination.

So, are you ready to dive into a world of fear and terror? Get your copy of "Do
Not Feed The Zombies And Other Stories" today, and be prepared for the most
spine-chilling reading experience of your life!
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Age Level: 7-12 | Grade Level: 2 and up

Justin Johnson's books have over 850 five-star reviews on
Goodreads and Amazon

Do you love stories of all kinds?
Stories about zombies, perhaps?
Or maybe, one about runaway dinosaur bones?
What about a skunk that's lost all control of his glandular funk?
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This collection of stories for kids will keep your kids reading and
turning the pages for hours on end. This collection of stories,
though varied, has a common thread of being compassionate and
the importance of making good choices!

Stories included in this book are:

Do Not Feed the Zombies
In the Future…Zombies Are on Display!
Halloween Night in the year 3015
Zombies are the latest display at the zoo. Several schools are taking
a special Halloween tour. There are only five simple words to obey:
Do Not Feed the Zombies. Will the kids be able to heed this warning,
or will someone do the unthinkable?

Skeeter Skunk and the Glandular Funk
While playing hide and seek in the woods with his friends, Skeeter
Skunk accidentally sprays one of them. Will he learn how to control
his defense mechanism, or will it make it impossible for him to play
with his friends?

Run Away Bones
A day at the museum turns into a fast paced rush across town to
stop the skeletal remains of a T-Rex. Will Jayden be able to stop the
bones? Or will they wreak havoc and run away?

The Card (A Novella)
When Jake sees the skateboard of his dreams at Berkman’s store,
he decides he must have it. When his parents refuse to buy it for
him and his father gives him an old baseball card, Jake has to do
some major problem solving. Can Jake, with the help from his
fashionably challenged best friend, TJ, put together a plan that will



land him the prize - or will he just be stuck with a stinky old baseball
card?

Do Not Feed The Zombies And Other Stories:
Tales That Will Leave You On The Edge of Your
Seat!
Imagine a world where the undead walk among us, lurking in the
shadows, always one step behind. These are the tales that will send
shivers down your spine and keep you...

Fun Filled Fantasy Adventure Chapter With
Mystery Humor And Unicorns For Kids
Imagine a magical world filled with mystery, humor, and unicorns! Our
newest children's book, "The Enchanted Kingdom," takes young readers
on a thrilling adventure...

Kids Chapter: Unlocking Their Imagination with
Fantasy, Mystery, and Fun!
Children have always been fascinated by stories – tales that transport
them to magical lands, thrilling adventures, and hilarious escapades.
Kids Chapter offers a...
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The War On Terror: Unveiling the Greatest
Battles For Boys in Modern History
War has always summoned a sense of adventure, struggle, and heroism.
For decades, young boys have been captivated by tales of valor and
triumph on the battlefield. Among the...

From 101 To Production With Docker On
Windows
Docker has revolutionized the way developers build, package, and
deploy their applications. It provides a lightweight and portable
environment, allowing developers...

The Incredible True Story of the Who Dares
Wins Host
Are you a fan of action-packed reality television shows? If so, you must
have heard of the popular show "Who Dares Wins". It's a show that
pushes competitors to their...

America In The 1970s: Decades Of American
History
The 1970s marked a significant period in American history, filled with both
triumphs and trials. It was an era of change and challenges that shaped
the country...
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Shoot For The Goal: The Justin Abdelkader
Story
When it comes to leading by example and inspiring others, Justin
Abdelkader is a name that cannot be overlooked. Born on...
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